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Introduction
In this quick start guide team GLT 
will dive into golf psychology and 
provide practical training tasks to 
help you get the most out of your 
student’s game. We will begin with a 
brief look at 3 psychological charac-
teristics of excellence (chunking, au-
tomation, and intrinsic motivation), 
then the reasons why some golfers 
fail to develop these characteristics, 
and, finally, how these skills can be 
coached.

Through identifying 3 psychological 
characteristics that nearly all, if not 
all PGA Tour players possess we can 
model students training programs 
based on developing these. We can 
also assess current training models 
and evolve them so that they can 
help our students more effectively.  

The 3 characteristics of psychologi-
cal excellence: 
Team GLT’s studies and experiences 
have lead us to believe that elite 
golfers possess a number of skills.

Background
Three of which stand out at the 
elite level and are often missing 
from the average golfer’s reper-
toire are: 

“GROWTH MINDSET” 
“AUTOMATION” 

“CHUNKING”
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Growth Mindset 
When students and educators have 
a growth mindset, they understand 
that skills can be developed. Stu-
dents focus on improvement instead 
of worrying about current ability and 
results. They work hard to learn, im-
prove, and take advantage of physi-
cal and mental adaptability. A very 
important mental process involved 
in skill development. 

Chunking 
The psychological process of chunk-
ing is a memory mechanism where a 
person gathers individual pieces of 
information and binds them togeth-
er into a meaningful whole. A very 
important mental process involved 
in shot analysis.  

Automation 
A non-conscious action. A very im-
portant mental process involved in 
shot execution. 

A player that has the ability to chunk 
and automate is more likely to get

their Thoughts and Feelings to 
match their Intentions when exe-
cuting a golf shot. The players in-
tentions will be (generally) to hit 
a good shot, so their thoughts 
and feelings matching this inten-
tion will increase the chance of 
the good shot coming to fruition. 
However, it is very rare that we 
stumble across a golfer who has 
this psychological ability. So, let’s 
take a deeper look as to why this 
is.

Background

Dr Fran Pirozzolo discuss 
the impacts of a growth 

mindset: 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/
1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-im-

provement-growth/id1143889869?
i=1000375085851&mt=2

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/1-5-why-you-can-accelerate-your-improvement-growth/id1143889869?i=1000375085851&mt=2
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Where do basketball players prac-
tice? On the basketball court; like-
wise soccer players practice on the 
soccer pitch, ice skaters on the skat-
ing rink, and tennis players on, you 
guessed it, the tennis court. And 
where do golfers practice? On the 
driving range. 

Let’s look at it this way: studies sug-
gest it takes between 3,000 and 
23,000 hours to become a chess 
grand master. A particularly reveal-
ing book called ‘The Sports Gene’ 
suggests these hours of practice are 
largely necessary to master the 
technique of ‘Chunking’. 

Chunking is in fact something each 
of us uses in our everyday lives, to a 
certain degree. For example, it is 
what enables us to recall phone 
numbers. My number is 352. Pause. 
9 7 8 . P a u s e . 8 3 2 2 . I t i s n ’ t 
3529788322 quite simply because I 
cannot remember it that way. In-
stead, we unconsciously group the 
information into smaller ‘Chunks’,

enabling us to achieve the desired 
outcome, in this case sharing your 
telephone number with someone.

Golf IQ

If we return to our chess grand 
masters, we see that through their 
thousands of hours of deliberate 
and situational practice, they have 
gradually developed a mental 
database, an encyclopedia of sce-
narios and solutions if you will. But 
how does a golfer accumulate 
their own ‘data bank’ of how to 
manage real play situations when 
their hours of practice are spent 
whacking ball after ball from a 
bucket? Surely, to develop in any 
game you must focus your prac-
tice on the environment where 
that game is played. Without this 
kind of situational training a play-
er’s golf IQ will suffer through their 
inability to form these mental 
chunks necessary to perform 
competently.
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Although not much of a tennis fan 
myself, being from England there is 
a certain obligation to watch Wim-
bledon. There is very little in sport 
more impressive than the freedom, 
fluidity and sheer explosion of pow-
er that comes from a tennis serve. 

Because I never played golf at a 
professional level, I often look to 
other sports to develop my own 
coaching knowledge and philoso-
phy. Rugby, soccer, swimming, vol-
leyball, basketball, tennis, and now 
UFC have all fed into my under-
standing of what drives and enables 
performance. 
Looking at tennis in particular led 
me to ask myself, is there actually a 
difference between a tennis serve 
and a golf swing? Admittedly, the 
serve requires you to strike a moving 
ball, but apart from that the parallels 
are abundant.

“We are left then to reimagine the tennis player as not seeking perfection, but 
rather training towards an intrinsic system of automation and reaction of body 
and mind…”

Motor Pattern 
Impedance

Both require a pre-shot ritual, or 
routine, that is likely to involve 
some element of visualization. For 
both, the player is the only person 
who determines when to execute 
the shot and that execution is fo-
cused on an external target with 
defined perimeters. Finally, in 
both golf and tennis, the ball is hit 
with an object driven by a motion 
of the body that draws its power 
upwards from the ground. 

So, when we watch the likes of 
Rodger Federer serve, there is lit-
tle, if any, fundamental difference 
between the way his mind, body, 
racket, and ball interact and what 
coaches should be enabling their 
students to do with a golf club. 
Has a player like Federer had his 
serve repeatedly filmed and ana-
lyzed since day one as a junior 
tennis player? Has he been drilled
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repeatedly to adjust his angle of at-
tack by fractions of degrees? When 
he serves, is he conditioned to think 
about how far he could and should 
flex his wrist? I don’t presume to 
speak for Federer, but I do have 
enough insight to answer all these 
questions on behalf of the elite ju-
nior tennis players and coaches I 
have observed, and that answer is 
simply no. The reason is because 
they realize the impact such con-
trived regimentation has upon fluidi-
ty of movement. The tennis serve 
seems, to me, to be perfectly imper-
fect, a state I encourage all players I 
work with to aim for.  

We are left then to reimagine the 
tennis player as not seeking perfec-
tion, but rather training towards an 
intrinsic system of automation – the 
natural instinct, action, and reaction 
of body and mind. In golf, too often 
the opposite is true. Flawless me-
chanics is promoted at the expense 
of automation and fluidity, and there 
is no question that this impedes mo-
tor patterns and causes movement 
to be less dynamic and efficient.

We should accept and, actually, 
embrace the reality that it is im-
possible to set up perfectly for 

every shot, every 
time. Likewise, 
we should ac-
knowledge that 
our swing can-
not, and will not 
remain precisely 
the same from 

one shot to the next. So where 
does that leave us as coaches? 
As coaches, we have an obliga-
tion to think of golf in tennis 
terms – the idea that the reac-
tionary elements of the serve are 
closer to our golf swing then you 
might imagine. 

Motor Pattern Impedance: 
 a coordinated set of movements 

(golf swing) involving both voluntary 
and reflex actions. Typically, the ini-

tiation and cessation of such acts 
are voluntary but once initiated, the 

movements continue without con-
scious control. Increased conscious 
control can have a negative impact 

(impede) on the movement.
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Outcome Focus & 
External Motivation
We live in a results-obsessed world. 
Society tells children that if they get 
certain results in school they will get 
into a certain college; if they get to 
college they will invariably end up in 
a job that will pay them whatever 
tantalizing amount we are socially 
conditioned to dream of; with this 
money, they may live in a big house 
and buy a fast car. The dogmatic 
pursuit of grades, college, and 
salary are all examples of an Out-
come Focus, and the luxuries we 
buy as a result are an example of Ex-
ternal Motivations. 

Golfers often hold the same beliefs 
when they step onto the golf 
course. If I shoot this score I will win 
the tournament. If I win the tourna-
ment my ranking will increase. If I 
get a good ranking I will make it as a 
tour pro. And of course, if I am a 
tour pro I will be rich. Here the Out-
come Focus is winning, the ranking, 
and becoming a tour pro. The ex-
ternal motivation is wealth.

This may be the dominant social 
and cultural thought that sur-
rounds all aspects of our lives, 
yet we know at a fundamental 
level it is a lie, and yet how many 
people are able to break free of 
this myth? Not only in how they 
live their lives, but also in how 
they play their golf? 

If you were told, or at least be-
lieved, that your next actions 
would determine the success or 
failure of your entire future how 
would you react? I ’m not 
ashamed to say I would react 
with something approaching 
sheer blind terror. My heart rate 
would increase, my hands would 
tremble, and most unpleasantly 
for all, I would be drenched in 
sweat. 

The same principle applies to 
student golfers and how they 
perceive each round they play. 
To put it simply, the outcomes 
that student athletes attach to 
the round of golf they are play-
ing, result in over-arousal or High
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Activation, as I like to call it. In such 
a psychological and physiological 
condition, it’s not surprising that a 
golfer fails to reproduce the same 
level of ball striking that they 
demonstrate so regularly in practice. 
It’s a sequence of events whereby 
the activation causes frustration 
which in turn creates, you’ve 
guessed it, further increases in acti-
vation! 

Even if golfers do manage to hit the 
ball well in this highly activated 
state, they may struggle to make the 
scores they could. The reason being 
that their decision-making inevitably 
suffers when a state of attentional 
narrowing forces their brain to focus 
on factors it should not be consider-
ing.  

Ultimately, this over activated state 
that is ignited by outcome focus and 
external motivation results in the 
mind and the body not feeling the 
same as the state the golfer has be-
come acclimatized to in practice. 
Perhaps most damaging of all, 
golfers do not realize why all of this

is happening because they are 
conditioned to believe that their 
many hours of cosseted practice 
on the range has equipped them 
with everything they need to 
succeed.

This diagram illustrates how stu-
dents who evolve a Process Fo-
cused mindset will inhabit the 
bottom of the blue triangle, an 
area of peak performance that 
prevents them from falling into 
the negative spiral illustrated by 
the red arrows. Conversely, stu-
dents who remain Outcome Fo-
cused in competition will never 
develop an understanding of the 
positive performance impacts of 
a Process Focus. Sadly, nor will 
they ever come close to devel-
oping the ability to use it. These 
students will be prone to experi-
encing pressure, unwanted phys-
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iological change, attention-loss, and impeded swing motions. 

Thoughts are the language of the brain and feelings are the language of 
the body. We feel what we think, and our reaction to this is to think what 
we feel. Therefore, Process Focused thoughts fill us with relaxing feelings, 
feelings which originate from the knowledge that we are attempting to 
control something that it is within our power to control. Quite simply, our 
brain, body, and intentions are aligned, precisely the state required for 
performing to the best of our ability.

External Motivation - OR Extrin-
sic Motivation refers to behavior 
that is driven by external rewards 
such as money, fame, grades, and 
praise. This type of motivation arises 
from outside the individual, as op-
posed to intrinsic motivation, which 
originates inside of the individual. 

Intrinsic Motivation - refers to be-
havior that is driven by internal re-
wards. In other words, the motiva-
tion to engage in a behavior arises 
from within the individual because it 
is intrinsically rewarding, such as 
completion of a task leading to a 
feeling of fulfillment. 

Activation - arousal which 
ranges from intense emotion 
(high activation) on one extreme 
to calmness (low activation) on 
the other. 

Attentional Narrowing - The 
restricting of attention in high-
stress situations to a smaller 
amount of factors. If critical in-
formation occurs outside these 
factors performance will suffer. 

http://psychologydictionary.org/attention/
http://psychologydictionary.org/critical/
http://psychologydictionary.org/performance/
http://psychologydictionary.org/attention/
http://psychologydictionary.org/critical/
http://psychologydictionary.org/performance/
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Practical Activity

Application of Sports Psychology – Developing a Growth Mindset 
  
• Before a golfer can even begin to train the psychological processes first in-
crease their metacognition.  

• Metacognition is the awareness and understanding of one’s own thought 
processes. Engaging in the thought tracker challenge detailed below is a great 
starting point for building metacognition.  

• Our student must record on their hand or in a notebook any positive and 
negative thoughts they are aware of having throughout their round of golf, col-
oring a red for a negative thought and green for a positive.  

• The goal is to have a better ratio than 3 positive thoughts to every negative. 

HOW DOES IT HELP 

Without awareness of what we are thinking (Metacognition), we will end up re-
peating thought patterns.  Understandably, this is a concern for any coach as 
human beings are wired to think negatively as part of our innate survival mech-
anisms.  

Therefore, before we can even attempt to change thought patterns we must 
gain awareness of our thoughts. This challenge enables that awareness, en-
couraging the interruption of the current patterns that shape our thinking. This 
can provide the base for positive change and development of a growth mind-
set.  

*Visit www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies To download a thought tracker challenge worksheet.

http://www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies
http://www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies
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Practical Activity

Application of sports psychology – Developing Chunking  

Practice is all about creating habits. The goal of this task is for the player to ac-
tively discover and develop the habit of chunking. This will help strategic excel-
lence evolve.  

• Our student must draw multiple ways of getting the ball to the target on a 
white board and then select one option.  

• Drawing the options they have and then selecting one helps form a habit of 
strategic analysis and a process of focus.  

• This challenge can be built into a student’s training in three stages: 

  • Stage 1 = range to random targets drawing the shot each time  
  • Stage 2 = on the golf course drawing 2 options and playing 1 
  • Stage 3 = on the golf course drawing 3 options and the at 
     tempting to play a 4th 

HOW DOES IT HELP 

A student who can complete this challenge will begin to build the basic habit 
of shot analysis and build a memory bank of successful strategic maps. They 
will also, as they advance to stage 3 start to develop a more creative way of 
playing golf.
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Practical Activity
Application of sports psychology - Developing automation  

• The student starts a number of paces behind the ball. The golf bag is placed 
on the ground (where it would be in competition) and a number of balls are 
placed in a line.  

• In one fluid movement, the student runs to their bag, picks a club, approach-
es the ball and hits. They then run back to the start point, touch the floor, runs 
again to the bag, picks a club, approaches the ball and hits. This is repeated 
numerous times. 

• We can build up the intensity of this challenge by working through the follow-
ing levels  
  • Level 1 = no target  
  • Level 2 = a single target  
  • Level 3 = random targets  
  • Level 4 = random targets, random lies  
  • Level 5 = speed golf on the course with outcome targets for  
    shots, number of holes and times 

• Any learnings should be recorded and transitioned into a student’s Process 
Goals for use in competitive play.

HOW DOES IT HELP 
This challenge is inspired by basketball players ‘running suicides’ (a base line to 
base line sprint) with the addition of a golf shot. When the player runs they 
step out of their Optimum State, and so they learn to use their approach to the 
ball to return themselves quickly to a state that is conducive to hitting a good 
shot – They develop the ability to get their thoughts and feelings to match 
their intention. 

*Visit www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies To see video footage of this training task

http://www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies
http://www.gameliketraininggolf/freebies
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Conclusion

• A player that trains to develop a ‘Growth Mindset’, the ability to 
‘Chunk’ information and works towards being ‘Automated’ when they 
swing the club will have an increased chance of getting their Thoughts 
and Feelings to match their Intentions when they are on the golf course.  

• In order for a player to develop these ‘psychological habits of excel-
lence’ they must train in an environment that that encourages these to 
evolve.  

• Just hitting balls on the range is not enough. Players must train in a var-
ied environment that provides challenge to their golf IQ, allows them to 
experience freedom in their golf swing and encourages them to develop 
a process focus. 

For more education, inspiration and practical ways to learn golf’s mental 
game check out Iain Highfield’s book, OSVEA, 5 components of a golf 
shot 

Available from www.gameliketraininggolf/shop


